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The future is looking bright for ORAFOL, with a strong 
and continuously growing product portfolio and 
a strong market outlook for the upcoming years. 
Investments have always been high on the agenda 
for ORAFOL.  It comes then as no surprise that the 
company’s financial plan for 2015-2017 includes 
significant further investments in technical equipment, 
production buildings and technologies.

“We have every reason to be optimistic and our upcoming 
investment plans are really a result of us trusting and feeling 
completely committed to the market. Investing and creating 
jobs within our European region is something we feel very 
strongly about,” says Dr. Holger Loclair, CEO of the 
ORAFOL Group.

Facility expansion will take place primarily at ORAFOL’s 
corporate headquarters and main manufacturing site in 
Oranienburg, near Berlin.  However, plans also include 
substantial investments in the international branches of the 
ORAFOL Group. Together, these initiatives will consolidate 
ORAFOL’s position as one of the leading brands in the 
worldwide market.  
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The four divisions of ORAFOL – in brief:

ORAFOL feels obliged to the market

Graphic Products Division
Graphic fi lms for all types of CAD/CAM fi lms, 
printing fi lms and digital printing fi lms. Supplier 
of a full range of car wrapping materials. 
Main brands include: 
ORACAL®, ORATAPE®, ORAJET®, 
ORAGUARD®, ORAMASK® and ORALUX® 

Refl ective Solutions Division
Refl ective products in all grades of refl ectivity, 
used in all markets where safety and 
visibility is key. 
Main brand is: 
ORALITE®

Adhesive Tape Systems Division

Bonding solutions for all industrial applications. 

Main brands include: 

ORABOND®, ORAMOUNT®, ORAFILM®, 

ORAFIX®, ORAFLEX®, ORABAND® 

and fermofl ex® 

Energy Solutions Division

Optics and lenses that enhance architectural 

lighting. Supplier of solar lenses and other 

optical components.

Main brands include: 

Fresnel® and Refl exite®

Meet us in Hall 7 - Stand M10Meet us in Hall 7 - Stand M10
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ORAFOL offers a full range of car wrapping films - for  
advertising, brand enhancement, personal expression 
or simply the protection of your car varnish. 
Applications also include buses, trains, motorbikes and 
boats. It is the ideal way to build awareness for your 
company, your product or your advertising campaign, 
or simply to add your own personal touch to a design.

A wide variety of colours, finishes and product properties 
means your imagination is the only limit. You can select from 
hundreds of exciting colours and even speciality embossed 
products for unique looks, e.g. the special carbon fibre look. 
The ORAFOL car wrapping film range is supplemented  by 
a large range of over-laminating films to protect original OEM 
paint or original graphic creations.

The product range includes options for whatever application 
need you may have in this field:
· Complete range for car livery
· Films for decorations, letters and symbols
· Solid product options for uneven and corrugated surfaces,  
 as well as rivets and corrugations
· Extra-rapid application for large format applications  
 without the risk of air bubbles getting trapped  
 (RapidAir® Technology)
· Car window advertising with see-through effect
· Special structures available for car interior or design 
 of special parts
· Protection of sensitive surfaces with Stone Guard films

ORAFOL is one of the market leaders when it 
comes to manufacturing car wrapping films. 

See a LIVE 

wrapping demo 

on the ORAFOL 

stand at Fespa!
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New range of Diffuser Films 
by ORAFOL

The brand new range of diffuser films introduced by ORAFOL 
have been designed to break up and distribute light evenly. 
The new films are ideal for LED as well as general light 
sources, and come in two different light transmission grades: 
60% - ORACAL® 8860 Diffuser Premium Cast, and 30% - 
ORACAL® 8830 Diffuser Premium Cast.

See through – or not?

ORAFOL offers a wide range of stylish vinyls for customised 
window solutions enhancing privacy, safety and security. 
The range of glass decorating films includes frosted, etched 
and dusted looks, in several exciting colours. Also available 
are transparent coloured films, as well as easily removable 
versions. If you are looking for a solution which allows you to 
cover the entire window with a transparent and printed film 
(making it extra easy to apply detailed motifs onto a window), 
then ORAJET® 3352F Optical Clear is the solution for you!

ORACAL® 970RA  
Premium Shift Effect Cast

The newest member of the ORAFOL car wrap films will be 
launched at Fespa in Cologne; an exciting range of unique 
flip-flop coloured vinyls. The colours will change depending 
on which angle you view them from, creating a totally unique 
look for your car, motorbike – or what about your bike helmet? 
Never before have there been so many tuning possibilities for 
personalising your vehicle! The material comes with all the 
same outstanding benefits as the standard ORACAL® 970 
range.

NEW

Preserving the environment 
for future generations

Since last year, all coloured plotter vinyls manufactured 
and sold by ORAFOL are REACH compliant. Furthermore, 
the construction of the films has been enhanced so that in 
addition to being REACH compliant, the materials are now also 
completely lead chromate free.

Lead chromate free   REACH & RoHS compliant 

NEW



ORAFOL Europe GmbH

Orafolstraße 2, D-16515 Oranienburg, Germany
Tel: +49 (0)3301 864-0 · Fax: +49 (0)3301 864-100 
graphic.products@orafol.de · www.orafol.com
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Apply advertising prints directly onto brick or concrete – The ideal  
solution for building front decorations
A world of new advertising, city embellishment and artistic 
possibilities are opening up with the new ORAJET® 3954 
Brick Stone Film. The material can be easily applied to highly 
structured and unsealed surfaces such as brickwork or 
concrete. Not only does it make it very easy to install even 
large advertising prints directly onto building facades, it also 
creates a very dynamic look to the graphics. Due to the design 

of the graphics the surface structure is the same as the actual 
wall, making it look like a completely integrated part of the wall. 
ORAJET® 3954 Brick Stone Film is designed for short-term 
indoor and outdoor applications.

Recommended for use with ORAGUARD® 290 laminating film.

ORAFOL’s Worldwide Locations

Head Office
Oranienburg, Germany 


